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The Civil Wars
Confederate currency had images of enslaved people, historical figures and mythical deities. elycefeliz/Flickr, CC BY-ND Curious Kids is a series for children of all ages. If you have a question you’d ...
What happened to Confederate money after the Civil War?
The U.S. Civil War was deadly, but these conflicts were worse and some of them took many more lives. Key point: Some civil wars last long, others take forever. Worst, some of these terrible conflicts ...
Millions Lost: These Were the Worst Civil Wars (America Does Not Come Close)
The images of enslaved Black Americans were originally used to criticize the Confederacy, but out of historical context, they can offend.
Cartoons of Black Americans from the Civil War appear, then disappear, in Old City
Here's What You Need to Know: The American Civil War foreshadowed the industrial era (and European military observers knew it). It was one of the bloodiest conflicts of the era, and arguably the ...
Why the American Civil War Was the First Truly Modern Conflict
That name is so widely used that it can seem inevitable. But in fact, Americans have not always called that conflict the Civil War. They once used lots of other names for it, and those names mattered.
Why Changing The Way We See The Civil War Will Help Us Preserve Our Country
Selected by Dorothy Wickenden, the author, most recently, of ‘The Agitators.’ ...
Five Best: Novels on Slavery and the Civil War
From smallpox and measles to dysentery and typhoid, the Civil War, which lasted from 1861 to 1865, triggered an explosion of deadly epidemics on a scale never seen in the U.S., before or since.
Lessons learned — and forgotten — from the horrific epidemics of the U.S. Civil War
We usually envision blue and gray armies battling it out east of Arizona when we think of the American Civil War, between the North and South way far away from the Grand Canyon and desert Southwest.
Was the Civil War fought in Arizona?
This book casts a spotlight on some of the most overlooked and least understood participants in the American Civil War: the women of the North. Unlike their ...
Daughters of the Union: Northern Women Fight the Civil War
Valuable public health lessons learned during the Civil War were forgotten. They would have been useful for preventing and fighting Covid-19.
Listen: A medical historian on infectious diseases as the ‘third army’ of the Civil War
ABC News’ James Longman reports on the impact the civil war has had on Syria's children after more than 10 years, and the aftermath of ISIS.
The children of Syria devastated by a decade of civil war
President Joe Biden called the ransacking of the U.S. Capitol on January 6th, carried out by a horde of Trump supporters seeking to thwart the 2020 election, “the worst attack on our democracy since ...
Joe Biden Decries Capitol Riot as ‘The Worst Attack on Our Democracy Since the Civil War’
As others defended the president’s claims, outspoken journalist Glenn Greenwald insisted Biden’s claim was a “completely unhinged drama queen script” response to Jan. 6.
Biden ripped for calling Capitol riots ‘worst attack on our democracy since the Civil War’
One hundred and fifty years ago, on April 12, 1861, America was thrust into a Civil War. It would be one of the bloodiest conflicts in American history. New Jersey’s role in that historic event ...
New Jersey and the Civil War: A complicated history we should better understand | Asszony
HBO has finally unveiled official images for upcoming Game Of Thrones spinoff and prequel House of the Dragon, revealing some of the cast members in full costume in fantastical locations.
House Of The Dragon: HBO Releases First Official Images For ‘Game Of Thrones’ Spinoff
President Joe Biden was slammed by conservatives Wednesday for referring to the Jan. 6 Capitol Hill riot as “the worst attack on our democracy since the Civil War" in his address to Congress.
Biden slammed for calling Capitol riot 'worst attack on our democracy since the Civil War' in address to Congress
Using hitherto unavailable material from the Italian foreign ministry, Franco's headquarters, and Mussolini's secretariat, John F. Coverdale traces the ...
Italian Intervention in the Spanish Civil War
The census was a mess. The United States’ population had changed dramatically over the previous decade, one marked by hundreds of thousands of unexpected deaths. One political party had lobbied for ...
The census attacked from New York to New Orleans for its post-Civil War undercount
You have likely never heard of the Finnish Civil War. A brief war–in some ways a simple war–it lasted only three months, from late January to late April 1918, but killed around 1 percent of ...
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